Free on site consultation
and estimate
care@redentas.com
817 . 882 . 6634

EARLY SPRING
On our first visit we will apply Redenta’s Organic
Fertilizer at a rate of 20-25 pounds per 1000 square
feet. Organic granular fertilizers slowly release a
mixture of organic nutrients into the ground that
continuously work to build a healthy soil.
SPRING
The second treatment of the year consists of a liquid
fertilizer (typically John’s Recipe) that is sprayed on
the lawn and on all plants, shrubs and ornamental
trees. John’s Recipe is a blend of both hydrolyzed
and emulsified fish, seaweed, molasses, humate and
Medina Soil Activator. Foliar spraying encourages
plant growth and health, reduces stress, and helps
build up tolerance to extremes in weather.
EARLY SUMMER
We will apply Redenta’s Organic Fertilizer as we did
on the Early Spring visit.
LATE SUMMER
We will apply dry molasses. Microbes love sugar
and it’s an excellent carbon source that stimulates
beneficial organisms after a hot summer.
FALL
The last treatment includes foliar spray as in the
Spring treatment but on this visit we also apply an
organic fall fertilizer to prepare your landscape for
winter.
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ORGANIC
FERTILIZATION
SERVICE
Our fertilization service stops by five
times a year. Sometimes the application is
granular, sometimes liquid. By mixing it up
like this, the plants and soil get a variety of
nutrients and the right fertilizer is applied at
the right time of year. For more information,
talk to someone at the store or contact us at
(817) 882-6634 or care@redentas.com.
There’s nothing new about Organic Gardening. Your
great grandmother used composted manure from the
barn to enrich the soil in her vegetable garden. Today,
using that same approach, organic gardeners add
organic material to create a rich, balanced soil that
provides turf and plants with the nutrients they need
when they need them. The improved soil encourages
vigorous root growth helping plants grow strong to
ward off pests and diseases. And, it works! When your
soil comes back into its normal balance, you will have
a lush, vigorous lawn and a garden your kids and pets
can enjoy without any health concerns.
Chemical fertilizers provide a “junk food” jolt of rapid
green up but nothing lasting for the soil and not much
for root growth. Chemical pesticides kill harmful
insects as well as beneficial insects. Some have had such
serious health risks for humans they have been taken
off the market. Ever notice that chemical fertilization
companies leave a sign in the lawn warning people to
keep off for a period of time after their service?
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